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When we reached the mountain top, we …………that the whole city was in smog.

were seeing saw have seen had been seeing

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There …………an old house in this corner of the street some years ago.

should have being used to be

was used to  might be

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The manager believes that the hiring of more workforce is ……………….  .

Solving the problem Solving of the problem

The solution to this problem problem to this solution

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

You should go to bed early tonight, …………you are going to miss the train tomorrow.

or so such yet

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She asked me if I would have to help her, and I said I --------------.

will had did would

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The doctor recommended that he ------------ in bed for another week.

stayed staying stay stays

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which sentence is correct?

The man whom I told you about him can paint the room.

The park where the children are going to playing in is in the city center.

Mrs. Brown is the woman for who I have worked for three years.

There are a hundred cars in the garage many of which seem to be out of order.

7-

1.

2.

3.

4.

By the time little Mary goes to school, her parents --------------------- a bigger house.

will have bought will buying has bought had bought

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In spite of the fact that the unemployment rate is very high, --------------------.

many young people are immigrating

many young people go to university for higher education

the government is making investment to make new factories

the government is passing laws to increase the retirement age

9-

1.

2.

3.

4.

I did see ----------------- in the highway. It was reckless.

Mike drives driving Mike Mike’s driving Mike has drove

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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-------------- you are the commanding officer, you are responsible for the behavior of these soldiers.

Whereas Although Nevertheless Inasmuch as

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should remember --------------------- a negative answer to disappoint you so easily.

not letting not to let not let don’t let

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Do you remember --------------------- the medicine?

when you to take when should take

when took when to take

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I will never forget ------------ in the woods on that foggy day. We had a lot of excitements.

to hike hiking   to be hiking have hiked

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My parents taught me how to deal --------------- unexpected situations.

for with about of

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Why did you stay up late at the party last night? You ------------------------ it sooner. You have an

important exam today, but you feel sleepy now.

should leave should have left must leave must have left

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I have to study for the exam, ----------- I will fail the course.

or and so but

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He said that the police…………. who had committed the crime.

know knows knew known

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Jack who does not like………….. up so early is complaining now.

get getting gets is getting

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which sentence is NOT correct?

The building where he lives is old. The building in which he lives is old.

The building he lives in is old. The building where he lives in is old.

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I was speechless …………. I saw the great pyramids of Egypt in the moonlight.

the same time until the first time while

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our friends were looking for us ……………. we were waiting inside.

while whenever just such

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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We saved our money …………….. we could buy a new car.

In order to whereas as if So that

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She makes ………….. good coffee that I always have more than one cup.

very so such too

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I will become a good skier ………………..that I can find a good teacher.

if provided in case whether or not

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He can go to school …………. If he gets a scholarship.

even after as only

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If he had attended classes more often, he …………… a better student.

would have been would has been

was being would been

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

If the weather were good now, I -------------- to the mountains.

would go went gone was going

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I usually feel excited ……………. watching comedies.

to about of for

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When you take a long trip by car, what is enjoyable?

It is enjoyable………….. to some nice music.

listening I am listening I listen To listen

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some professors in university classes speak very quickly. What shall I do?

You should learn ……………… notes

How to take Why taking

How much take where to take

31-

1. 2.

3. 4.

My car needs ………………… .

Wash Washes To wash Washing

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I stopped ……………… a bottle of water because I was very thirsty.

getting to get get to be getting

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She convinced me ………. the paper.

writing written to write write

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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It’s fun ………………. a horse.

 to ride riding ride rides

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Anyone……….. this law will be punished.

violates violating to violate be violated

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We enjoyed Mexico City ……………. we spent our vacation.

while when then where

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sam didn’t tell her the bad news, not ………….. to hurt her feelings.

wanted to want wanting want

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Who is in charge ------------ this office? I should make a complaint.

of with at for

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ocean looks very beautiful …………. the moonlight…………… on its surface.

in / glimmer with / glimmering

with / in glimmer at / glimmers

40-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The newspaper is divided into sections, each …………… to a special aspect of the news.

devotes devoting devoted to devote 

41-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has succeeded ---------------- passing the most difficult exam of the year.

in to with at

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following sentences is WRONG?

New York, a city which has eight million people has always fascinated me.

New York , a city housing eight million people has always fascinated me.

New York, a city of eight million people, has always fascinated me.

New York, is a city with eight million people has always been fascinated me.

43-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The young man, ………… a promotion, worked very hard.

 to be happy to receive is happy to receive

is happy recelving happy to receive

44-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The man eager ………….. his mistake, said he would send a revised bill.

correcting corrects to correct have corrected

45-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Since I left Iran five years ago, I --------------- to visit friends and family several times.

return am returning

have returned will have returned

46-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What he really enjoys is …………… rare stamps.

getting to get get gets

47-

1. 2. 3. 4.

That drug abuse can ruin one’s health is a well-known fact.

In the above sentence the underlined part is a(n) -------------that is substitured for------------.

Absolute construction / us Adverb clause / people

Noun clause / It Compound Noun / All

48-

1. 2.

3. 4.

My home offers me a feeling of security, ………….. and love.

warm warming warmly warmth

49-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My mother would not let me watch any more Dracula movies …………… they gave me

nightmares.

once because and ever since

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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